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1. Introduction 
In 2017, the Capitol Region Council of Governments (CRCOG), in 
coordination with the Connecticut Department of Transportation 
(CTDOT) and CTtransit, completed a Comprehensive Service 
Analysis (CSA) of the CTtransit Hartford Division designed to: 

▪ Improve transit service. 

▪ Complement recent and planned transit investments 
including CTfastrak and the CTrail Hartford Line. 

▪ Ensure that CTtransit operates as efficiently as possible. 

The study recommended changes to individual routes, many of 
which have since been implemented. It also recommended that 

infrastructure improvements be made in six major transit corridors to 
make service faster, more reliable, and more convenient and 
comfortable: 

▪ Albany Avenue/Blue Hills Avenue in Hartford and Bloomfield 

▪ Burnside Avenue in East Hartford 

▪ Farmington Avenue in Hartford and West Hartford) 

▪ Franklin Avenue in Hartford and Wethersfield 

▪ Main Street/Windsor Avenue in Hartford 

▪ Park Street in Hartford
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Thirty-four routes operate in the six Transit Priority Corridors 
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The Metro Hartford RapidRoutes Transit Priority Corridors Study 
was initiated to build upon the recommendations of the CSA. This 
report is the culmination of this effort and presents recommendations 
on how the Transit Priority Corridors should be implemented. 

The six Transit Priority Corridors are served 
by 34 of CTtransit’s 68 Hartford Division 
routes and are used by 65% of all Hartford 
area bus riders. 
 

Transit Priority Corridors: What Are They? 

Transit priority corridors emphasize faster service, reliability, and 
passenger comfort. In an on-street urban environment like Metro 
Hartford, the RapidRoutes study recommends six fundamental 
elements that combine to provide high quality service: 

1. Frequent Service: For service to be convenient, it must 

be frequent. Peak service frequencies in the transit priority 

corridors range from every 10 minutes along Park Street to 

better than every two minutes along Franklin Avenue. 

2. High Quality Stops: High quality stops provide 

passengers with an attractive and comfortable place to wait 

for the bus, as well as transit information, including real-time 

arrival information, that informs passengers when their bus 

will arrive. They are also fully accessible to people with 

disabilities and easy for people reach, either by walking, by 

biking, or by other modes such as scooters. It is proposed 

that all stops in the transit priority corridors will be high 

quality stops that feature a consistent design character, with 

amenities and size varying based on boarding volumes and 

other factors.  

Service is provided every five minutes in Providence’s new transit 
priority corridor, the Downtown Transit Connector 

 

3. Transit Signal Priority: Transit signal priority makes 

bus service faster by reducing delays at signalized 

intersections. It does this by changing a light green a little 

sooner or keeping it green a little longer when a bus is 

approaching. Transit signal priority is proposed for all 

signalized intersections in the transit priority corridors. 

4. Bus Lanes: Bus lanes provide buses with their own lanes 

separate from general traffic. Many types of bus lanes are 

possible, including in medians, curbside, and adjacent to 

parking lanes (offset lanes). Short sections of bus lanes 

leading up to or just beyond intersections, called queue jump 

lanes, can also be used where longer bus lanes are not 

possible. Bus lanes can also be either full-time or part-time 

(for example, peak only). It is proposed that all transit priority 
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corridors except Park Street will have bus lanes in some 

locations. 

5. Stop Optimization: Stops are where people get to and 

from transit. But because buses stop so often, stops can also 

be responsible for slowing down bus service. For service to 

be convenient, stops must be spaced in a way that balances 

access with speed. The transit priority corridors currently 

have six to 10 stops per mile; this effort proposes to revise 

stop spacing to approximately five stops per mile. 

6. Level Boarding: Curb heights at stops can be raised to 

provide for level boardings and alightings. This will make it 

easier and faster for everyone to get on and off buses, and 

particularly easier for people with disabilities. This is another 

way to make service faster. 

Temporary level boarding was recently installed in Everett, MA, until 
permanent construction is undertaken 

 

Why Transit Priority Corridors Are 
Important 

Surveys throughout the country indicate that the three things that 
make transit attractive are for it to be frequent, fast, and reliable. 
Comfort is a fourth critical element. As indicated by the success of 
CTfastrak, improvements in these areas can make service much 
better for existing riders and attract new riders. The development of 
Transit Priority Corridors will produce improvements in each of these 
areas that will improve service for most existing riders, attract new 
riders, and help create a more equitable region. 

For transit to be attractive it must be: 

▪ Frequent 

▪ Fast 

▪ Reliable 

▪ Comfortable 
 

Frequent 

Everyone wants to be able to travel when they want to and to reach 
their destination as quickly as possible. Frequent service reduces 
wait times, which is the part of transit that riders like least. The 
reduction in wait time, in turn, helps people get places faster. 
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Fast 

Faster service means more jobs and services can be reached in a 
reasonable amount of time and fewer are out of reach. Less time 
spent in transit provides more time for other opportunities – 
opportunities to do things that are more productive, more necessary, 
and more fun. Faster services can also make life more equitable: 
data shows that people with low incomes spend more time waiting 
for all types of services, and long transit wait times, transfers, and 
travel times only exacerbate this inequity.  

Transit signal priority, bus lanes, stop optimization, and level 
boarding all make transit service faster. In combination, they can 
make service significantly faster. 

Transit Priority Corridor improvements can significantly improve bus 
travel speeds  

 % Increase in  
Bus Speed 

Transit Signal Priority 8%-40% 

Bus Lanes 12%-23% 

Stop Optimization 2%-6% 

Level Boarding 1% 
Source: Survey Conducted by Nelson\Nygaard 

Reliable 

Most people live their lives based on schedules, from work to 
medical appointments to meeting with friends and family. It is critical 
to be able to get places on time, and being late can be costly, 
especially in terms of lost jobs, missed appointments, and lost 
opportunities. As a result, when transit is less reliable, fewer people 
will choose it, and those who do use it will often build extra time into 
their schedules, consuming more of their day and leaving less time 
for other opportunities and activities. 

Comfortable 

Even with frequent service, passengers will spend a significant 
amount of their journey waiting for the bus. The development of 
attractive stop facilities with amenities such as shelters, benches, 
and information can help make the wait more comfortable. 

Shelters, benches, and other amenities can make waiting for the bus 
much more comfortable 

 

Study Process 

Recommendations were developed through a multifaceted study 
process, including in-depth technical analysis and evaluation as well 
as stakeholder and public engagement guided from the outset by a 
Public Involvement Plan. Key elements of the study process are 
summarized below. 

Examine Existing Services and the Market for Transit: An initial 
set of Transit Priority Corridors were recommended as part of the 
Hartford Comprehensive Transit Service Analysis. For this study, 
additional analysis was conducted to confirm and refine the priority 
corridors. The study team analyzed existing services, ridership, 
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market demand, and demographics. Based on this analysis of 
supply and demand for transit, as well as consultation with the 
study’s Working Group, the study team adjusted and finalized the 
limits of six priority corridors. Appendix A provides further details. 

Evaluate of Corridor Conditions: The study team conducted a 
detailed audit and produced an inventory of existing conditions for 
each of the six corridors, including existing transit services, roadway 
infrastructure, congestion, transit facilities, and active transportation 
facilities. This assessment yielded key findings about how each 
corridor performs today and what opportunities exist for introducing 
or expanding transit priority measures. Appendix B provides further 
details. 

Conduct Stakeholder Engagement and Coordination: 
Throughout the study, the team worked closely with a study Working 
Group and a Technical Advisory Committee. The Working Group 
provided technical guidance and served as liaisons to key agencies 
and municipalities. The Working Group consisted of representatives 
from Capitol Region Council of Governments (CRCOG), Connecticut 
Department of Transportation (CTDOT), CTtransit, City of Hartford, 
and Town of East Hartford.  

The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) also provided technical 
guidance throughout the study and supported the promotion of 
outreach efforts. The TAC included and expanded on the 
membership of the Working Group, including additional 
representatives from municipalities, advocacy groups, planning 
organizations, and other key stakeholders: 

▪ Town of Bloomfield 

▪ Town of West Hartford 

▪ Town of Wethersfield 

▪ Town of Windsor 

▪ Capital Region Development Authority 

▪ CTrides 

▪ Hartford Next 

▪ MetroHartford Alliance 

▪ The Travelers Companies, Inc. 

▪ Transport Hartford 

Solicit Public Input: Input from transit riders and the general public 
was used to inform the study process and develop 
recommendations. The following methods were used: 

▪ Website and Online Feedback: A study website was used to 

share information and solicit input (see 

www.MetroHartfordRapidRoutes.com).  

▪ Public Survey: A survey was conducted to solicit input on a 

number of topics related to development of the TPCs. 

▪ Public Meeting: Two virtual public meetings were held to 

promote awareness of the study and collect feedback on 

community needs and preference. 

▪ Pop-Up Events: The study team held in-person pop-up 

events using a bus equipped with map displays and other 

information, including draft recommendations 

Public engagement opportunities were advertised directly with riders 
through posters on CTtransit buses. Appendix C provides further 
details on community engagement. 
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About This Report 

This report recommends improvements to the six corridors identified 
as transit priority corridors using strategies that will improve transit 
service and enhance the rider experience. The report consists of 
four chapters following the introduction: 

▪ Chapter 2: Overview of the Corridors summarizes existing 

conditions along the six corridors, including bus services, 

ridership, transit facilities, traffic conditions, and active 

transportation facilities. 

▪ Chapter 3: Transit Priority Corridor Improvements 

presents specific strategies to apply in the Transit Priority 

Corridors, with tools that support six key elements: frequent 

service, high quality stops, transit signal priority, bus lanes, 

stop optimization, and level boarding. 

▪ Chapter 4: Recommendations by Corridor describes the 

transit priority improvements recommended for each corridor, 

including specific strategies, facilities, and cost estimates. 

▪ Chapter 5: Implementation and Next Steps defines the 

major tasks, responsibilities, and coordination necessary to 

move from plan to on-the-ground implementation. 

Additional project documentation and further details on 
recommendations and costs can be found in the accompanying 
appendices. 

▪ Appendix A: Existing Conditions Memo 

▪ Appendix B: Corridor Evaluations Memo 

▪ Appendix C: Public Engagement  

▪ Appendix D: Active Transportation Audits 

▪ Appendix E: Capital Costs 

▪ Appendix F: Bus Stop Renderings 
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2. Overview of the Corridors 
The six Metro Hartford transit priority corridors all have two things in 
common. First, they all have very high levels of transit service. 
Second, they all carry large numbers of riders – in total, 65% of all 
riders in the Hartford area. 

Beyond those similarities, however, they vary significantly with 
respect to width, traffic lanes, the presence and quality of sidewalks, 
and the availability of parking and bike lanes. In addition, conditions 
also vary within each corridor. 

This chapter describes the transit services and ridership, transit and 
road infrastructure, traffic conditions, and active transportation 
facilities within each corridor. Appendix A and Appendix D provide 
further details on the existing conditions along each corridor. 
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Albany Avenue/Blue Hills Avenue

The Albany Avenue/Blue Hills Avenue corridor is three miles long 
and runs from Main Street in Hartford to the intersection of Blue Hills 
Avenue and Brookline Avenue at the Bloomfield border. The corridor 
is served by up to six bus routes that serve over 5,800 passengers 
per weekday. As illustrated on the following pages, key 
transportation characteristics of the corridor include: 

Transit Service 

▪ Transit services are concentrated along the southern half of 

the corridor. 

▪ During the AM peak, buses arrive every 10 minutes or better. 

▪ Bus speeds are slow along Albany Avenue. 

Transit Ridership by Stop 

▪ 2,594 passengers board per weekday. 

▪ Ridership is highest along Albany Avenue, and lower along 

Blue Hills Avenue. 

▪ Stops near points where routes enter and exit the corridor 

have high ridership, likely due to transferring riders. 

Transit Infrastructure 

▪ The corridor has 58 total stops and an average of 10 stops 

per mile. This is high and contributes to slow bus speeds. 

▪ Stops along Blue Hills Avenue are very basic, with just a bus 

stop sign or a bus stop sign and a shelter. 

▪ Stops along Albany Avenue are much better, and most have 

shelters. 

▪ The shelters along Albany Avenue are generally in good 

condition. 

Road Infrastructure 

▪ The recent Albany Avenue Safety Improvement Project 

reconfigured the corridor to a single vehicular travel lane in 

each direction. 

▪ Recently installed curb extensions at crossings Albany 

Avenue limit the potential for bus queue jump lanes and 

curbside running bus lanes. 

▪ There is on-street parking along most of the corridor (all but 

the inner and outer ends). 

Traffic 

▪ Congestion is worst in the PM peak in both directions, with a 

D rating for level of service (LOS) throughout the corridor. 

▪ Albany Avenue is generally slow moving throughout the day. 

▪ The corridor has 19 signalized intersections. 

Active Transportation 

▪ There are sidewalks located along both sides of the street 

throughout the corridor, but sidewalk width and quality vary. 

▪ The best sidewalks are those along Albany Avenue that were 

recently upgraded as part of the Albany Avenue Safety 

Improvement Project. 

▪ There are no designated bike lanes in the corridor. 
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Albany Avenue/Blue Hills Avenue Corridor: Transit Services 
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Albany Avenue /Blue Hills Avenue Corridor: Transit Ridership by Stop 
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Albany Avenue /Blue Hills Avenue Corridor: Transit Infrastructure 
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Albany Avenue /Blue Hills Avenue Corridor: Roadway Infrastructure 
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Albany Avenue /Blue Hills Avenue Corridor: Traffic Conditions 
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Albany Avenue /Blue Hills Avenue Corridor: Active Transportation 
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Burnside Avenue

The Burnside Avenue corridor runs 4.6 miles from Market Street in 
downtown Hartford to the intersection of Burnside Avenue and Mary 
Street in East Hartford. The corridor is served by 10 bus routes that 
serve over 6,100 passengers per weekday. As illustrated on the 
following pages, key transportation characteristics of the corridor 
include: 

Transit Service 

▪ Services are concentrated in the westernmost segment 

(Connecticut Boulevard). 

▪ Partial mismatch between services and demand largely due 

to limited cross-river connections. 

▪ During AM peak buses arrive every 15 minutes or better.  

▪ Bus speeds are high across corridor; lowest speeds are 

along Main Street segment. 

Transit Ridership by Stop 

▪ 1,233 passengers board per weekday. 

▪ Highest ridership is along Main Street segment. 

▪ Lowest ridership is from Elm Street to Hillside Street and 

from Larrabee Street to Walnut Street. 

▪ Burnside Avenue has the lowest total ridership of any Transit 

Priority Corridor. 

Transit Infrastructure 

▪ The corridor has 70 total stops and an average of 11 stops 

per mile, which is very close spacing. 

▪ Burnside Avenue has bus shelters throughout the corridor. 

▪ Some of the shelters along the eastern end of the corridor 

are new and appear in excellent condition. 

▪ Most bus stops have a bus stop sign only. 

Road Infrastructure 

▪ Greatest potential feasibility for bus lanes on western half 

(Connecticut Boulevard, Main Street). 

▪ Limited opportunity for bus lanes on Burnside Avenue 

without displacing bike lane or parking. 

▪ Closely spaced intersections on Connecticut Boulevard / 

Main Street and clustered intersections on Burnside Avenue 

may benefit from TSP. 

Traffic 

▪ Congestion is worst in the PM peak in both directions along 

the corridor between Main Street and School Street with a D 

LOS rating. 

▪ Moderate congestion is prevalent throughout the day and 

widespread throughout the corridor. 

▪ The corridor has 16 signalized intersections. 

Active Transportation 

▪ Burnside Avenue features sidewalks and bike lanes along 

the majority of the corridor. 

▪ Bike lanes end at Orchard Street at Main Street. 

▪ There is a 1,300-foot gap in the sidewalk along the south 

side of the corridor just west of Walnut Street. 
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Burnside Avenue Corridor: Transit Services 
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Burnside Avenue Corridor: Transit Ridership by Stop 
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Burnside Avenue Corridor: Transit Infrastructure 
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Burnside Avenue Corridor: Roadway Infrastructure 
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Burnside Avenue Corridor: Traffic Conditions 
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Burnside Avenue Corridor: Active Transportation 
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Farmington Avenue

The Farmington Avenue corridor runs almost four miles from the 
intersection of Main Street and Asylum Street in Hartford to the 
intersection of Main Street and Farmington Avenue in West Hartford. 
The corridor is served by seven bus routes that serve over 5,200 
passengers per weekday. As illustrated on the following pages, key 
transportation characteristics of the corridor include: 

Transit Service 

▪ Most of routes serve the entire corridor with three additional 

routes serving the east end. 

▪ Bus headway frequency is somewhat higher than demand; 

during AM peak buses arrive every eight minutes or sooner. 

▪ Bus speeds are moderate across corridor. 

Transit Ridership by Stop 

▪ 3,521 passengers board per weekday. 

▪ The highest ridership stops are closest to Main Street, with 

generally strong ridership westward to Prospect Avenue. 

▪ Many low- and no-ridership stops in West Hartford are 

outside of the downtown area. 

Transit Infrastructure 

▪ There are 64 total bus stops with a moderate stop spacing of 

eight stops per mile, on average. 

▪ Farmington Avenue has more bus shelters throughout the 

corridor than any of the other corridors examined in this 

study. 

▪ Farmington Avenue shelters vary widely in size, material 

color, and roof type. 

▪ Many shelters have been vandalized with graffiti. 

Road Infrastructure 

▪ Two travel lanes in both directions east of Sigourney Street 

provide potential opportunities to investigate queue jump 

lanes and bus lanes. 

▪ Segments west of Sigourney Street are already limited to 

one travel lane per direction, which limits bus lane potential 

Curbside running bus lanes and/or queue jump lanes would 

generally require parking restrictions. 

Traffic 

▪ Traffic is generally slowest throughout the corridor in the 

midday and evening peak hours and predominantly lighter in 

the morning. 

▪ Excess peak hour lane capacity is generally available east of 

Sigourney Street; however, signal delay likely impedes traffic 

throughput. 

▪ The corridor has 21 signalized intersections. 

Active Transportation 

▪ Farmington Avenue features sidewalks along both sides of 

the street for the entire length of the corridor.  

▪ Some segments of the corridor feature a landscaped buffer 

between the sidewalk and the Street.  

▪ Just under one mile of bike lanes exist between Prospect 

Avenue and Marshall Street. 
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Farmington Avenue Corridor: Transit Services 
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Farmington Avenue Corridor: Transit Ridership by Stop 
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Farmington Avenue Corridor: Transit Infrastructure 
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Farmington Avenue Corridor: Roadway Infrastructure 
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Farmington Avenue Corridor: Traffic Conditions 
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Farmington Avenue Corridor: Active Transportation 
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Franklin Avenue

The Franklin Avenue corridor runs three miles from the intersection 
of Main Street and Asylum Street in Hartford to the intersection of 
Wolcott Hill Road and Jordan Lane at the Wethersfield border. The 
corridor is served by 10 bus routes that serve nearly 6,000 
passengers per weekday. As illustrated on the following pages, key 
transportation characteristics of the corridor include: 

Transit Service 

▪ Transit services are highly concentrated at the northern end; 

only one route serves entire corridor. 

▪ Frequency is well matched to demand; during the AM peak, 

buses arrive every 10 minutes and up to every two minutes 

along the busiest section. 

▪ Bus speeds are slow; the potential for bunching is high along 

the Main Street segment. 

Transit Ridership by Stop 

▪ 4,290 passengers board per weekday. 

▪ Stops within the northern segment between Asylum Street 

and Park Street have very high ridership. Ridership is 

moderate throughout the remainder of the corridor. 

▪ There are several closely spaced stops with very low 

ridership at the southern end of the route. 

Transit Infrastructure 

▪ The corridor has 48 total stops and an average of 10 stops 

per mile This is high and contributes to slow bus speeds. 

▪ Franklin Avenue has the fewest shelters among all corridors. 

▪ There are no shelters between Capitol Avenue and Jordan 

Lane. 

▪ The existing shelters in high-congestion areas have extra 

capacity to accommodate high ridership. 

Road Infrastructure 

▪ Franklin Avenue is predominantly limited to one travel lane 

per direction, which limits bus lane potential Curbside 

running bus lanes and/or queue jump lanes would generally 

require peak period parking restrictions or parking removal. 

▪ Two lanes per direction are provided on Main Street north of 

Jefferson Street to/from downtown Hartford which presents 

opportunities for bus lanes and queue jump lanes. 

Traffic 

▪ Excess peak hour lane capacity is generally available north 

of Jefferson Street to/from downtown Hartford and signal-

related delay is likely impeding traffic. 

▪ Traffic is generally slowest throughout the corridor in the 

midday and evening peak hours and predominantly lighter in 

the mornings. 

▪ The corridor has 16 signalized intersections. 

Active Transportation 

▪ Franklin Avenue has sidewalks along both sides of the street 

throughout the study corridor. 

▪ Some portions of sidewalk are wide and feature a furniture 

zone with street trees, utility poles, bicycle parking, etc. 

▪ There is just over one mile of bike lanes throughout the 

corridor. 
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Franklin Avenue Corridor: Transit Services 
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Franklin Avenue Corridor: Transit Ridership by Stop 
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Franklin Avenue Corridor: Transit Infrastructure 
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Franklin Avenue Corridor: Roadway Infrastructure 
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Franklin Avenue Corridor: Traffic Conditions 
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Franklin Avenue Corridor: Active Transportation 
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Main Street

The Main Street corridor runs 3.5 miles from Asylum Street in 
downtown Hartford to I-91 in Windsor. The corridor is primarily 
served by six bus routes that transport over 7,600 passengers per 
weekday. As illustrated on the following pages, key transportation 
characteristics of the corridor include: 

Transit Service 

▪ Transit services are disconnected along the corridor; only 

one route serves entire length. 

▪ Bus headways are not well matched to demand; during the 

AM peak, buses arrive every 20 minutes or better. 

▪ Bus speeds range from fast to slow, dropping on approach to 

downtown. 

Transit Ridership by Stop 

▪ 4,266 passengers board per weekday. 

▪ Main Street’s highest ridership stops are near Asylum 

Avenue. 

▪ Ridership is moderate along rest of corridor. 

▪ The lowest ridership is reported at the north end near I-91. 

▪ There are several low ridership stops and unpaired stops 

across corridor.  

Transit Infrastructure 

▪ The corridor has 52 total stops that are moderately spaced at 

seven stops per mile.  

▪ Some bus shelters are new, and some appear slightly 

outdated. 

▪ There is a long segment of the corridor with no bus shelters 

from Pleasant Street to Cleveland Avenue. 

Road Infrastructure 

▪ Main Street is predominantly two lanes per direction with 

parking on both sides, presenting more options for bus lanes 

and queue jump lanes. 

▪ Main Street widens to three lanes in each direction south of 

Albany Street.  

▪ There is a moderate density of signals throughout the 

corridor, however the signal density is high south of Albany 

Street.  

Traffic 

▪ Traffic volumes are generally well accommodated by the 

provided lane capacities.  

▪ The high density of traffic signals is likely a primary 

contributor to delays on the corridor.  

▪ The corridor has 20 signalized intersections. 

Active Transportation 

▪ Main Street and Windsor Avenue feature sidewalks along 

both sides of the corridor throughout the study area.  

▪ Some portions of sidewalk include a landscaped buffer while 

others do not have one at all.  

▪ There is a short half-mile section of bike lanes along the 

corridor between Windsor Street and Tower Avenue.
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Main Street Corridor: Transit Services 
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Main Street Corridor: Transit Ridership by Stop 
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Main Street Corridor: Transit Infrastructure 
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Main Street Corridor: Roadway Infrastructure 
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Main Street Corridor: Traffic Conditions 
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Main Street Corridor: Active Transportation 
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Park Street

The Park Street corridor runs 1.5 miles through Hartford between 
Main Street and Orange Street. The corridor is served by only two 
bus routes that serve around 2,700 passengers per weekday. As 
illustrated on the following pages, key transportation characteristics 
of the corridor include: 

Transit Service 

▪ Two routes serve the entire corridor. 

▪ No routes branch from the corridor; routes do cross Park 

Street allowing for transfers. 

▪ Headways meet the corridor demand; during the AM peak, 

buses arrive every 10 minutes. 

▪ Bus speeds are slow across corridor. 

Transit Ridership by Stop 

▪ 1,432 passengers board per weekday. 

▪ There are higher ridership stops along the eastern half of 

corridor, with most boardings at Washington Street and 

Broad Street. 

▪ Lower ridership stops are generally found along the western 

half of the corridor. 

▪ The Parkville Station stop experiences moderate ridership. 

Transit Infrastructure 

▪ The corridor has 27 total stops that are closely spaced at 

nine stops per mile. 

▪ There is a new shelter in excellent condition that connects to 

the CTfastrak Parkville Station. 

▪ Many shelters have been vandalized with graffiti. 

▪ The Park Street corridor has the fewest stops overall (note: 

the corridor length changes between each study area). 

Road Infrastructure 

▪ Park Street has one travel lane per direction with on-street 

parking throughout Curbside bus lanes and/or queue jump 

lanes would require peak period parking restrictions or 

parking removal. 

▪ Curb extensions are present at crosswalks along most of the 

western half of Park Street and would limit opportunity for 

curbside bus lanes or queue jump lanes. 

Traffic 

▪ Traffic is generally well accommodated by the provided lane 

capacities. 

▪ Traffic generally moves slowly throughout the corridor in the 

morning, midday, and evening peaks, due to the narrow 

roadway, presence of on-street parking, and numerous traffic 

signals. 

▪ The corridor has eight signalized intersections. 

Active Transportation 

▪ The sidewalks along the western end of the corridor are in 

excellent condition. 

▪ There is a stretch of sidewalk along Pope Park that doubles 

as a bicycle path. 

▪ The sidewalks along the retail/commercial corridor in the 

middle of the study corridor include a furniture zone and 

pedestrian scale lighting. 
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Park Street Corridor: Transit Services 
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Park Street Corridor: Transit Ridership by Stop 
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Park Street Corridor: Transit Infrastructure 
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Park Street Corridor: Roadway Infrastructure 
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Park Street Corridor: Traffic Conditions 
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Park Street Corridor: Active Transportation 
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3. Transit Priority Corridor Improvements 
Transit priority corridors emphasize faster service, reliability, and passenger comfort. As summarized earlier, this study recommends the 

implementation of six fundamental elements to achieve this: 

1. Frequent Service 

2. High Quality Stops  

3. Transit Signal Priority 

4. Bus Lanes 

5. Stop Optimization 

6. Level Boarding 
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Frequent Service 

 

High frequency service is necessary for convenient travel. Peak 
service frequencies in the transit priority corridors currently range 
from an average of every 10 minutes along Park Street to better 
than every two minutes along Franklin Avenue. However, at the 
present time, actual intervals between buses can be higher and 
lower than the averages. It is recommended that schedule 
adjustments be made to the extent possible to coordinate schedules 
and make frequencies more consistent. 

Benefits 

Nearly everyone wants to be able to travel when they want to and to 
get to their destination as quickly as possible. Frequent service 
reduces wait times, which is the part of transit that riders like least. 
The reduction in wait time, in turn, helps people get places faster. 
Frequent service also eases planning for riders, reduces crowding, 
and provides easier transfers to other bus routes and services. 

Implementation Considerations 

Corridors with more ridership, or more potential for ridership, should 
have higher frequency service, and frequency can vary based on the 
time of day. Adding buses to a route requires additional operators 
and revenue hours. However, coordinating schedules of existing bus 
routes can make the frequency along a transit priority corridor very 
frequent at no additional cost. 

High Quality Stops 

 

High quality stops provide passengers with an attractive and 

comfortable place to wait for the bus, as well as transit information, 

such as real-time arrival information, that informs passengers about 

when their bus will arrive. They are also fully accessible to people 

with disabilities and easy for people reach, either by walking, by 

biking, or by other modes such as scooters. It is proposed that all 

stops in the transit priority corridors will be high quality stops that 

feature a consistent design character, with amenities and stop size 

varying based on boarding volumes and other factors.  

Four different types of stops are recommended for the transit priority 

corridors, which include: 

▪ Signature Stops at the highest volume locations. 

▪ Enhanced Stops at locations with moderate boarding levels. 

▪ Regular Stops at locations with lower boarding levels. 

▪ Basic Stops at locations used mostly for alightings. 

As shown below, these stops would have a range of facilities and 

amenities commensurate with boarding levels. Signature stops 

would be the largest and have the most amenities, while Basic 

stops, as their name implies, would have only basic facilities and 

amenities. Key elements of Signature Stops, Enhanced Stops, and 
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Regular Stops would be distinctive and attractive standardized 

designs that include shelters with seating. Signature and Enhanced 

Stops would also include features such as lighting, real-time 

passenger information, maps, and bicycle racks, and potentially 

other features such as off-board fare payment, local information, and 

artwork. 

In total, it is recommended that 22 stops be developed as Signature 

Stops, 72 as Enhanced Stops, 58 as Regular Stops, and 37 as 

Basic Stops. 

 

Transit Priority Corridor Stop Types 
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Benefits 

High quality stops provide passengers with an attractive and 
comfortable place to wait. Providing route and real-time information 
makes riding the bus easier for both first- and long-time riders. 

Upgrades to stop infrastructure also provide benefits to bus reliability 
and speed: 

▪ Eliminate the bus delay and safety concerns arising from 

buses re-entering traffic 

▪ Reduce sidewalk congestion 

▪ Reduce vehicle conflicts with bicycles and pedestrians 

▪ Improve wheelchair accessibility and waiting space 

 

Implementation Considerations 

Amenity and infrastructure levels will vary based on ridership levels, 
location, and the number of routes served. Stops may be located on 
or close to property not directly controlled by the transit agency, 
such as the municipality or private owners, and both construction 
and maintenance responsibilities must be considered. Availability of 
space will influence which improvements may be possible.  

Another important consideration is to ensure amenities can be 
protected against vandalism. Construction materials that resist 

graffiti and special encasements for digital displays can help mitigate 
against damage. Ongoing maintenance must consider not only 
regular cleaning and snow removal, but also the ability to respond 
quickly to safety issues, which may require an inventory of spare 
parts, special cleaning supplies, and technical support when 
needed. 

Changes to the street or sidewalk such as boarding platforms must 
consider surrounding traffic conditions as well as physical space and 
ridership levels.  

Transit Signal Priority 

 

Transit signal priority (TSP) makes bus service faster by reducing 
delays at signalized intersections. It does this by changing a traffic 
signal to green a little sooner or keeping it green a little longer when 
a bus is approaching. TSP is proposed for all signalized 
intersections in the transit priority corridors. 

Benefits 

Transit signal priority reduces signal-related delays and makes 
service faster and more reliable and reduces passenger travel times. 

Implementation Considerations 

TSP requires coordination between transit systems and state and 
city agencies that control the traffic signals. It also often requires 

“Bus stops are the front door to American public transit systems: they 

are where half of transit riders wait for service, they are a visual 

representation of transit service in every region in the country, and they 

can and do serve all transit riders. Great bus stops are comfortable 

places to wait, surrounded by safe and accessible walking conditions—

and they are important drivers of bus ridership and customer 

satisfaction. 

– From Sorry to Superb: Everything You Need to Know about  

   Great Bus Stops, TransitCenter, October 2018. 
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other measures such as bus lanes or queue jump lanes to enable 
buses to reach the intersections to activate the TSP. It can also have 
impacts on general traffic, but there are many ways to minimize 
impacts and these impacts are usually small. 

Bus Lanes 

 

Bus lanes provide buses with their own lanes separate from general 
traffic. Many types of bus lanes are possible, including in medians, 
curbside, and adjacent to parking lanes (offset lanes). Short-sections 
of bus lanes leading up to or just beyond intersections, called queue 
jump lanes, can also be used where longer bus lanes are not 
possible. Bus lanes can also be either full-time or part-time (for 
example, peak only). All transit priority corridors except Park Street 
will have bus lanes in some locations. 

Dedicated bus lanes, whether curbside, offset, or center-running, 
reduce delays due to traffic congestion by providing a travel lane for 
buses separated from general traffic. These lanes are typically 
painted red, with "Bus Only" paint and signs. Median bus lanes also 
reduce conflict with curbside activity 

Peak-only lanes act as bus-only lanes during specific times only 
and allow for faster travel time during the most congested periods, 
while still allowing for off-peak parking and lane access. 

Queue jump lanes for buses offer another way to get around 
general traffic where corridor-length bus lanes are not feasible by 

providing a short bus-only segment before an intersection. Buses 
can travel in these lanes to get around a long line of cars at a traffic 
signal. As the bus approaches the intersection it receives a green 
light, while the general traffic lanes wait at the red light. The gap 
created on the far side of the intersection allows the bus to merge 
easily back into traffic. 

Benefits 

Dedicated bus lanes make bus service faster and more reliable. 

Implementation Considerations 

Implementing a bus lane usually requires the conversion of a 
general traffic lane or parking spaces. 

Bus lanes without physical separation are subject to potential 
blocking by double-parking, deliveries, taxicabs, or rideshare 
vehicles. Enforcement of bus lanes is necessary to ensure buses 
are receiving the full benefit of the treatment. 

Safe and accessible rider access is an important consideration for 
offset and median bus lanes that may require riders to cross bike, 
parking, or travel lanes. Bulb-outs or boarding islands may be 
beneficial complementary treatments. 

Stop Optimization 
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Recommendations for New, Retained, and Discontinued Bus Stops 
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Stops are where people get to and from transit. But because buses 
must stop so often, they are also a major reason that bus service is 
slow. For service to be convenient, bus stops must be spaced in a 
manner that balances access with speed. The transit priority 
corridors currently have six to 10 stops per mile, and this will be 
revised to approximately five stops per mile. 

Benefits 

Optimizing stop spacing provides benefits both at the stops and 
while traveling on the bus. Overall travel time is reduced by 
eliminating dwell times from unnecessary stops, removing the time it 
would take to slow and pull over, board and alight passengers, and 
merge back into traffic. Additionally, having fewer stops reduces 
maintenance costs and means the remaining stops can have 
improved facilities.  

Implementation Considerations 

Adjusting stop spacing can result in passengers having to travel 
slightly farther to and from their stop. Making decisions about stop 
locations involves identifying and analyzing the current stop 
inventory, including amenities and ridership, to inform potential new 
stop locations or removals. Collaborative community engagement is 
key to ensure mobility needs are served and to receive buy-in from 
the public. This study has made recommendations to lengthen stop 
spacing, however continued public engagement will be necessary 
before implementing changes. It should also be noted that 98% of 
residents in this area would continue to be within ¼ mile of a bus 
stop even with the reduced number of stops shown in this study’s 
recommendations. 

Level Boarding 

 

Curb heights at nearly all stops will be raised slightly to provide for 
level boardings and alightings. This will make it easier and faster for 
everyone to get onto and off of buses, and especially for people with 
disabilities. This is another way to make service faster. 

Benefits 

Level boardings make it easier and faster for everyone to get on and 
off buses, in particular people with disabilities. The level curb 
removes the need for passengers to step up and down, or for the 
bus operator to raise and lower a ramp or kneel the bus for people 
with disabilities, mobility devices, or strollers. This saves time and 
creates a better and more comfortable experience for riders. 

Implementation Considerations 

Considerations for level boarding, such as availability of space and 
safe pedestrian access, are similar to those of boarding platforms, 
as level boarding is often a feature of boarding platforms. Building a 
boarding platform presents the opportunity to add level boarding.  
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4. Recommendations 
Overview 

The planned Transit Priority Corridors have very different 
characteristics – these differences are between corridors but also 
within corridors. Consequently, the six elements described in the 
previous chapter would be applied differently in each corridor, with 
the differences reflecting the need to improve transit within the 
context of other needs such as traffic, parking and other curb uses, 
equity, and safety. All elements except bus lanes would be 
implemented in each, and bus lanes would be implemented in all 
except Park Street, where the roadway cross section is not 
sufficiently wide. 

 

In general: 

▪ The schedules of corridor transit services should be 

coordinated as effectively as possible to offer consistent 

frequencies between bus routes. 

▪ High quality facilities should be provided at all stops. 

▪ Transit signal priority should be implemented at all signalized 

intersections except where subsequent analysis indicates 

that implementation would create significant traffic issues. 

▪ Bus lanes should be implemented where they would improve 

bus speeds and reliability and where traffic conditions permit. 
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▪ Stops should be re-spaced to provide a better balance 

between travel time and walk access times. 

▪ Level boarding should be implemented at all stops with 

moderate or higher boardings or alightings. 

These improvements are summarized in the table below and the 

next page. Corridor-by-corridor recommendations are presented in 

the following sections. Capital cost estimates are presented at the 

end of the chapter. 

 

Summary of Transit Priority Corridor Characteristics and Improvements 

 

Albany/  
Blue Hills 

Burnside Farmington Franklin 
Main/ 

Windsor 
Park 

Corridor Length (miles) 3.0 6.8 4.4 2.4 3.0 1.5 

Transit Service & Ridership       

Number of Bus Routes 7 11 7 4 13 2 

AM Peak Bus Trips per Hour 6-18 4-23 7-13 6-35 3-24 6 

Average Weekday Ridership 2,600 1,200 3,500 10,000 4,300 1,400 

Bus Stops       

Total Bus Stops 36 41 38 26 32 18 

Signature Stops 2 7 6 3 4 2 

Enhanced Stops 13 8 16 8 15 12 

Regular Stops 15 15 11 7 6 4 

Basic Stops 6 11 5 8 7 0 

Bus Stops per Mile 6 4 5 5 5 6 

Bus Lanes (miles) 1.1 2.3 3.5 3 2.6 0.0 

Transit Signal Priority (intersections) 19 16 21 17 19 8 
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Corridor-by-Corridor Recommendations 

Albany Avenue/Blue Hills Avenue 

The Albany Avenue/Blue Hills Avenue Corridor is used by 5,778 
transit passengers per weekday. Recommended services and 
improvements consist of: 

Transit Service 

▪ Eight routes that will provide six to 18 trips per hour (with the 

highest number of trips on the inner end of the corridor east 

of Garden Street), which will provide service as frequently as 

less than every two minutes. 

Stops 

▪ The consolidation of 58 stops to 36, which would adjust the 

average stop spacing from 10 stops per mile to six. 

▪ Of the 36 stops, two Signature Stops, 13 Enhanced Stops, 

15 Regular Stops, and six Basic Stops. 

▪ The number of stops with shelters would increase from zero 

to 30. 

▪ 99% of residents would still be within ¼ mile of a bus stop. 

Bus Lanes 

▪ Bus lanes between Garden Street and Main Street, and 

between Blue Hills Avenue and Garden Street. 

▪ In total, 1.1 miles of bus lanes. 

Transit Signal Priority 

▪ Transit signal priority at 19 locations. 

 

Albany Avenue at Vine Street 
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Albany Avenue Corridor: Recommended Improvements 
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Burnside Avenue

The Burnside Avenue Corridor is used by 6,124 transit passengers 
per weekday. Recommended services and improvements consist of: 

Transit Service 

▪ Eleven routes that will provide four to 23 trips per hour (with 

fewer trips on the outer end of the corridor, the most on 

Connecticut Boulevard), which will provide service at an 

average of up to approximately every three minutes. 

Stops 

▪ The consolidation of 70 stops to 41, which would adjust the 

average stop spacing from 11 stops per mile to four. 

▪ Of the 41 stops, seven Signature Stops, eight Enhanced 

Stops, 15 Regular Stops, and 11 Basic Stops. 

▪ The number of stops with shelters would increase from 13 to 

30. 

▪ 94% of residents would still be within ¼ mile of a bus stop. 

Bus Lanes 

▪ Bus lanes between the intersection of Burnside Avenue and 

Main Street and the approaches to the Bulkeley and 

Founders Bridges. 

▪ Bus lanes in downtown Hartford. 

Transit Signal Priority 

▪ Transit signal priority at 16 locations. 

Burnside Avenue Near Tolland Street 
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Burnside Avenue Corridor: Recommended Improvements 
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Farmington Avenue

The Farmington Avenue Corridor is used by 5,253 transit 
passengers per weekday. Recommended services and 
improvements consist of: 

Transit Service 

▪ Seven routes that will provide four to 13 trips per hour, which 

will provide service at an average of up to every five to six 

minutes. 

Stops 

▪ The consolidation of 64 stops to 38, which would adjust the 

average stop spacing from eight stops per mile to five. 

▪ Of the 38 stops, six Signature Stops, 16 Enhanced Stops, 11 

Regular Stops, and five Basic Stops. 

▪ The number of stops with shelters would increase from five 

to 33. 

▪ 98% of residents would still be within ¼ mile of a bus stop. 

Bus Lanes 

▪ Bus lanes between Woodland Street and downtown Hartford. 

Transit Signal Priority 

▪ Transit signal priority at 21 locations. 

Farmington Avenue at Sisson Avenue 
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Farmington Avenue Corridor: Recommended Improvements 
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Franklin Avenue

The Franklin Avenue Corridor is used by nearly 10,000 transit 
passengers per weekday. Recommended services and 
improvements consist of: 

Transit Service 

▪ Four routes that will provide up to 35 trips per hour, which will 

provide service as frequently as every two minutes or less. 

Stops 

▪ The consolidation of 48 stops to 26, which would adjust the 

average stop spacing from 10 stops per mile to five. 

▪ Of the 26 stops, three Signature Stops, eight Enhanced 

Stops, seven Regular Stops, and eight Basic Stops. 

▪ The number of stops with shelters would increase from zero 

to 18. 

▪ 98% of residents would still be within ¼ mile of a bus stop. 

Bus Lanes 

▪ Bus lanes along most of Franklin Avenue north of Jordan 

Lane. 

Transit Signal Priority 

▪ Transit signal priority at 16 locations. 

Franklin Avenue at Shultas Place 
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Franklin Avenue Corridor: Recommended Improvements 
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Main Street

The Main Street Corridor is used by 7,613 transit passengers per 
weekday. Recommended services and improvements consist of: 

Transit Service 

▪ Thirteen routes that will provide up to 24 trips per hour (south 

of Albany Avenue, which will provide service as frequently as 

every two to three minutes 

Stops 

▪ The consolidation of 52 stops to 32, which would adjust the 

average stop spacing from seven stops per mile to five. 

▪ Of the 32 stops, four Signature Stops, 15 Enhanced Stops, 

six Regular Stops, and seven Basic Stops. 

▪ The number of stops with shelters would increase from four 

to 25. 

▪ 98% of residents would still be within ¼ mile of a bus stop. 

Bus Lanes 

▪ Bus lanes between the vicinity of Mason Street and Albany 

Avenue. 

Transit Signal Priority 

▪ Transit signal priority at 19 locations. 

Main Street at Florence Street 
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Main Street Corridor: Recommended Improvements 
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Park Street

The Park Street Corridor is used by 2,728 transit passengers per 
weekday. Recommended services and improvements consist of: 

Transit Service 

▪ Two routes that will provide up to six trips per hour, which will 

provide service an average of every 10 minutes 

Stops 

▪ The consolidation of 27 stops to 18, which would adjust the 

average stop spacing from nine stops per mile to six. 

▪ Of the 18 stops, two Signature Stops, 12 Enhanced Stops, 

and four Regular Stops. 

▪ The number of stops with shelters would increase from zero 

to 18. 

▪ 99% of residents would still be within ¼ mile of a bus stop. 

Bus Lanes 

▪ No bus lanes, as the street right-of-way is too constrained. 

Transit Signal Priority 

▪ Transit signal priority at eight locations. 

Park Street at Washington Street 
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Park Street Corridor: Recommended Improvements 
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Downtown Improvements 

All six Transit Priority Corridors (TPCs) will operate in and out of 
downtown Hartford, and improvements would also be made within 
downtown: 

Albany/Blue Hills and Main/Windsor TPCs: The 

Albany/Blue Hills and Main Windsor Corridors will operate 

into and out of downtown Hartford via Main Street. Main 

Street is being redesigned as part of Hartford’s Reimagining 

Main Street project, and as such, the feasibility of bus lanes 

will need to be determined as part of that project. However, 

this study has identified the need for two sets of Signature 

Stops at the intersection of Church Street and Asylum Street 

and transit signal priority at intersections with Chapel 

Street/Morgan Street (North and South), Church Street, 

Temple Street, and Asylum Street. 

▪ Burnside TPC: Burnside TPC service will inbound via State 

Street, America Row, and Central Row and outbound via 

Central Row, Market Street and I-84. No bus lanes would be 

developed within downtown for this TPC, but Signature Stops 

would be developed at three locations, and transit signal 

priority at 16 locations. 

▪ Farmington TPC: Farmington TPC service will operate via a 

terminal loop along Spruce Street, Church Street, Main 

Street, and Asylum Street. An eastbound bus lane should be 

developed along most of Church Street and on Farmington 

Avenue east of Union Place. The westbound bus lane along 

Farmington Avenue would begin at the intersection of 

Asylum Avenue and Farmington Avenue. The loop would 

have four Signature Stops and one Enhanced Stop. TSP 

would be installed at Spruce Street, High Street, Ann Uccello 

Street, Trumbull Street, and Main Street. 

▪ Franklin and Park TPCs: The Franklin and Park TPCs will 

enter and exit downtown Hartford via Main Street. As with the 

Albany and Main TPCs, specific TPC elements such as bus 

lanes will need to be determined as part of the Reimaging 

Main Street project. However, this study has identified the 

need for a set of Signature Stops at Main Street and Asylum 

Street and another Signature Stop at Main Street and Central 

Row, and transit signal priority at both of those intersections. 
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Downtown Hartford: Recommended Improvements 
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Cost Estimates 

As described above, the development of the six Transit Priority 
Corridors will require capital investments in bus stops, transit signal 
priority, and the development of bus lanes: 

▪ Bus Stops: There will be 189 total bus stops in the six 

corridors, which will be a combination of Signature Stops, 

Enhanced Stops, Regular Stops, and Basic Stops. 

▪ Transit Signal Priority: TSP would be installed at 106 

intersections. Some additional CTtransit buses may need to 

be fitted with emitters to trigger the TSP. 

▪ Bus Lanes: A total of 12.5 miles of bus lanes would be 

developed in five of the six corridors. These will include 

curbside and offset bus lanes, bus-bike lanes, queue jumps,  

Using a combination of recent costs incurred by CTtransit, CDOT, 
other transit systems, and the specific treatments and elements, 
capital costs, in 2022 dollars, will be approximately $36.4 million. As 
shown in the table below, costs per TPC will range from a low of 
$1.1 million for the Park TPC to a high of $9.0 million for the 
Farmington TPC. Additional details on the capital cost estimates are 
also provided in Appendix E. 
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Estimated Capital Costs of Recommendations 
 

Unit 
Unit Cost  
($2022) 

Albany/ 
Blue Hills Burnside Farmington Franklin 

Main/ 
Windsor Park 

Capital 
Cost 

Bus Stops          

Signature Stops Each $51,000  2 7 6 3 4 2 $1,224,000  

Enhanced Stops Each $35,000  13 8 16 8 15 12 $2,520,000  

Regular Stops Each $22,000  15 15 11 7 6 4 $1,276,000  

Basic Stops Each $80,000  6 11 5 8 7 - $2,960,000  

Bus Lane Treatments         $0  

Bus Lane (Various Types; Average Cost) per Mile $1,800,000  1.1 2.3 3.5 3 2.6 0 $22,500,000  

Transit Signal Priority         $0  

TSP Locations (by intersection) Intersection $56,000  19 16 28 16 19 8 $5,936,000  

Total Estimated Costs   $3,931,000  $6,003,000  $8,976,000  $6,883,000  $6,605,000  $1,058,000  $36,416,000  

A broad range of recently implemented bus priority projects were referenced for cost estimation purposes, including: 

NYCDOT South Brooklyn Select Bus Service (B82 SBS), 2021, New York, NY 

Mountain Line (NAIPTA) TSP Demonstration, 2021, Flagstaff, AZ 

Milwaukee East-West BRT, 2021, Milwaukee, WI  

Ogden Bus Rapid Transit, 2021, Ogden, UT 

FRA-COTA Cleveland Avenue Bus Rapid Transit, 2017, Columbus, OH 

Cedar Avenue TSP Deployment, 2013, Dakota County, MN. 

UPA Transit Technologies, 2011, Metro Transit, Minneapolis, MN 
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5. Implementation and Next Steps 
Implementing the Metro Hartford RapidRoutes Transit Priority Corridor 
improvements will require close coordination between state and local 
partners as the project advances through definition, design, and 
construction. Continued public consultation will also be needed. 
Ongoing monitoring of traffic and transit operations, shelter 
maintenance, and performance monitoring must also be considered to 
ensure benefits are realized and to help implement similar investment 
in the future.  

This study will conclude with approval from the CRCOG Policy Board, 
as well as municipal approvals. These approvals will establish the 

transit priority recommendations as a policy priority for the region. 
These approvals will be critical for sustaining ongoing support for 
transit priority measures, including aligning other planning efforts, 
directing capital resources, and in developing a plan for ongoing 
maintenance and monitoring. 

Here is an outline of key steps to move towards successful project 
development and implementation. While these steps are 
chronological, work may be happening in multiple steps at once. 
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1. Identify Project Sponsor and Approach 

One public agency will need to take ownership of the project, ensure 
resources and funding are identified, and work with stakeholders to 
enable successful implementation. Given their role as the operator of 
bus service in the Capitol Region, and past success with implementing 
CTfastrak, CTDOT is best positioned to lead this effort. 

While all six corridors could advance together, it may be more realistic 
to select a single corridor, implement the transit priority measures, and 
show success. To select a corridor, it may be helpful to do a 
comparative analysis of key criteria, including funding, traffic 
constraints, and potential benefits to transit, as well as public support. 
Finding a corridor that can proceed more easily will also help 
demonstrate measurable benefits to ensure future corridor 
development. The six corridors are more likely to be successful if the 
first corridor implemented is relatively easy to design and has a low 
impact on other roadway users. A good experience will also help 
inform how future corridor projects proceed. 

Corridor selection criteria can include the potential impact of each 
corridor on several outcomes, the cost of investment, or other factors. 

 Ridership 
Opportunity to 
impact riders 

Congestion 
Opportunity to  

address congestion  

Length 
Scale of 

Opportunity 

Low Cost 
Lower-cost 
investment 

Albany Avenue     

Burnside Avenue     

Farmington Avenue     

Franklin Avenue     

Main Street     

Park Street     

 

2. Advance Corridor Design  

With a corridor identified, and a stakeholder and public 
communications plan in place, the project can begin to advance 
through design. Potential changes that occur during design may 
require multiple stakeholders to be kept informed of ongoing progress. 
Regular updates to the public will also help keep changes transparent 
and avoid delays. Tradeoffs between improvements for transit riders 
and impacts to traffic, other road users, and residents and businesses 
must be carefully considered.  

This stage will require open, regular communication and potentially 
innovative solutions, with all partners working together. As the design 
evolves, it should aim to adhere to the benefits and goals of transit 
priority investments. Operations and maintenance plans should also 
begin during this phase, to ensure a plan is in place when construction 
is complete. 

Identifying needed human resources to advance the corridor design 
could be a critical item and needs to be confirmed early. Funding is 
important, but this may also include staff time to review plans and 
provide approvals. This is especially true of resources from other 
departments of agencies who are not directly involved in the planning. 
For them, this is another task added to their schedule. Clear 
communication of expectations and appropriate scheduling of 
resources can reduce the impacts. 
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Continued communication will be needed to keep the public informed 
as the project progresses. This will be particularly important when 
determining bus stop locations, and any adverse impacts to low-
income and minority populations. Unclear understanding of the 
benefits of some transit priority measures can result in significant 
negative public reaction. Managing the effort as a campaign and 
alerting riders who will benefit, not just those whose stops will be 
moved, or business owners who will be impacted, will help balance 
support. 

It will also be important to continue coordination with stakeholder 
groups including neighborhood associations, businesses, transit 
advocates, and transit riders. Individual meetings, combined with more 
public forums, will help maintain project momentum and build trust. 

3. Obtain Municipal Approvals  

Once a corridor is identified, work should begin on developing an 
agreement with all partners on how to ensure commitment to these 
transit priority improvements, and to establish criteria for decision-
making through the design process. Municipalities may also be able to 
provide funding and be interested in monitoring outcomes after 
construction.  

For example, in many cities, the implementation of transit priority 
measures cannot move forward until consensus between 
transportation and local officials is reached on the impacts on road 
users or impacts to parking revenue. Also, municipalities will need to 
ensure that upgrades to traffic signals, bus lanes, and stop amenities 
can be monitored and maintained over time. 

Opportunities to coordinate with other efforts should also be ongoing. 
For example, if programmed streetscape improvements can be 
combined with some of the transit concepts, residents and the 
business community may become advocates to help successfully 
implement both projects. Similarly, the incorporation of safety 
improvements to sidewalks and bicycle infrastructure will generate 
additional support. 

Municipal or CTDOT approvals will be required for any changes to 

roadway configuration, including the addition of exclusive, shared, or 
part-time bus lanes. In addition, changes to sidewalks may require a 
review of drainage impacts or opportunities to improve accessibility 
standards. Bus stop changes – removals and additions – will have an 
impact on other curb uses, including on-street parking. While 
municipal staff will be involved through the project, additional 
approvals and permits from planning, public works, and/or utilities will 
be required. 

4. Identify Capital Funding 

Identifying funding for the first transit priority corridor will help set the 
stage for future corridor infrastructure investments. The Federal 
Transit Administration (FTA) has programs that provide funding 
through a competitive process to support major bus infrastructure 
investments that would not be achievable through existing programs. 

These include: 

• Buses and Bus Facilities Program is a discretionary program 

that can be used to construct bus-related facilities, including 

bus lanes, transit signal technology, and bus shelters. 

• Rebuilding American Infrastructure with Sustainability and 

Equity (RAISE) program offers discretionary grants that can 

be used for a wide variety of projects, including transit priority 

corridor investments. This program is managed through 

USDOT and includes all modes of transportation. 

In addition, there are transit formula funds, including urbanized area 
formula grants and bus and bus facilities grants that can be utilized for 
transit priority corridor investments. Also, there are flexible funding 
programs for transit and highway improvements, including the 
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) program and the 
Surface Transportation Block Grant (STBG) program that may also be 
applicable. CRCOG, in its capacity as the Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (MPO) for the region, facilitates the programming of all 
federal funds in coordination with CTDOT. 

Most federal programs require a minimum twenty percent funding 
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match, and with competitive programs, local match requirements can 
increase to fifty percent or greater. CTDOT maintains a multi-year 
Capital Plan where state funding could be programmed to leverage 
additional federal dollars. Local municipalities could also provide 
funding or consider funding elements through their roadway or traffic 
signal programs.  

5. Develop Maintenance Agreements 

A clear delineation of all ongoing maintenance responsibilities will 
need to be in place as soon as construction is complete. Each transit 
priority element should be reviewed to determine if the maintenance 
needs are incorporated into an existing maintenance program, or if 
new programs or policies need to be put in place. Winter maintenance 
will need to be considered for bus lanes, and particularly for clearance 
around bus stops.  

Some key questions to consider: 

▪ Who will be responsible for each element?  

▪ Are those departments or agencies able to take on the 

responsibility?  

▪ Are there costs associated with maintenance that need to be 

shared amongst agencies or do new revenue streams need to 

be identified?  

Today, with some limited exceptions, maintenance of bus stops in the 
CTtransit service area is the responsibility of the local municipality 
where a stop is located. CTDOT is working on the development of a 
Bus Stop Enhancement Program to facilitate the expansion of bus 
stop investment, in partnership with local communities. The 
RapidRoutes corridors as proposed will have a unique set of bus stop 
designs, and with the additional transit priority measures, will provide a 

 

 

1 From Sorry to Superb: Everything You Need to Know about Great Bus Stops, 

TransitCenter, October 2018. 

significantly improved customer experience on some of the highest 
ridership bus routes in the state. Like CTfastrak, these corridors 
should be considered a premium service and maintenance standards 
should be consistent.  

Depending on the selected corridor, the number of bus stop shelters 
could range from 12 to 30. The responsibility for the cleaning, 
maintenance, and snow removal at these stops could cost up to 
$1,000 annually per stop.1 

This number of shelters, along with a clear expectation for 
maintenance and snow removal, will increase the existing 
maintenance burden on local communities. To ensure the first and 
future corridors have the resources needed, here are some models to 
consider: 

1. Municipally Managed Program: Municipalities, including 

Hartford and East Hartford, are responsible for the 

maintenance of existing bus stops in their communities.  While 

the capital investment in these corridors could be managed 

and funded through CTDOT, ongoing maintenance of shelters 

and related amenities could be the responsibility of each 

municipality. Given the level of investment, municipalities may 

want to consider dedicating employees or funding specifically 

for the maintenance of priority corridor amenities.  

Municipalities could also work together to fund a contracted 

service (see model 3 below). 

2. CTDOT Managed Program: Like CTfastrak, CTDOT, as the 

service provider, could contract maintenance and snow 

removal services through CTtransit. Advertisement revenue 

could be generated at bus stops along the corridors and 

managed through the existing vehicle advertisement revenue 
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program to help fund the maintenance program. This approach 

would also ensure any inventory of spare parts for shelter 

maintenance could be purchased and maintained through the 

State. 

3. Shared Contracted Services: Municipalities, potentially in 

partnership with CTDOT, could contribute resources to fund a 

private or municipal contract to ensure the corridor (and future 

corridors) receive regular cleaning and maintenance, including 

snow removal. As the MPO in the region, CRCOG may be able 

to assist with the procurement of a shared service contract 

through their Municipal Services department. A shared 

maintenance contract would ensure local partners are 

continuing their contribution to maintenance of bus stops 

without putting an undue burden on existing public works staff 

while also ensuring a consistent and reliable entity for ongoing 

maintenance.  

6. Begin Construction 

The scale of the project and the amount of physical construction 
required will dictate how the schedule progresses. Ongoing 
communication of progress is necessary to avoid public frustration or 
unnecessary service or traffic delays. This includes informing 
passengers of any delays, detours, or changes in service as well as 
informing the local community of construction, route detours, stop 
modifications, and project timelines.   

7. Conduct Marketing and Education 

As construction nears completion, the focus should shift to how 
CTtransit will operate services on the corridor. Efforts should include 
planning for passenger information, operator training, public and driver 
education, and other activities, including marketing to promote the 
benefits of the improvements and documented commitment to ongoing 
maintenance. Driver education may also include plans to enforce 
proper use of bus lanes and stops. This will require close coordination 

with municipal public safety and parking enforcement. 

Providing information and training to operators will ensure bus drivers 
are prepared for a change in operating conditions, new technology, 
and new or moved stop locations. Operators should have access to all 
public information (in advance of the public) to help educate 
customers, and operators not directly affected by the new service 
should also have the basics of the new service made available to 
them.  

Operator feedback on the performance of the transit priority 
treatments will be useful both in the near term and to inform future 
corridors. Bus drivers have a unique perspective and involving them 
early and keeping them informed of progress is important. Their 
experience in the field can be very valuable in fine-tuning the 
improvements and evaluating the overall project success.  

Depending on what is decided for maintenance, municipal, CTDOT, or 
CTtransit staff will also have to be made aware of any new 
responsibilities, including managing any new contracts for cleaning 
and snow removal. New technology, including real-time information at 
stops as well as traffic signal changes, may also require additional 
staff resources for ongoing maintenance and upgrades. 

Once corridor improvements are complete and new service schedules 
begin, the corridor may initially need increased monitoring, and 
assistance should be in place for all users. Drivers will require time to 
adjust to changes such as new pavement markings, signs, and 
parking restrictions. Equally, passengers will require time to adjust to 
new stops, information, and schedules. 

It will also be important to ensure improvements are performing as 
expected and to measure the benefits. Measuring the effectiveness of 
improvements can also build support for future corridors. Here are 
some of the common elements to evaluate: 

▪ Increased transit ridership as well as related increased 

pedestrian and non-auto activity. 

▪ Transit performance, including increased operating speeds, 

improved reliability, and improved schedule adherence.  
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▪ Impact on other road users, including any measurable impacts 

to total person delay on side street traffic, turning traffic, and 

through traffic.  

▪ User and interested internal and external stakeholder 

satisfaction surveys to determine the benefits of the system as 

perceived by passengers, operators, and local and state 

partners.  

▪ Maintenance savings through reduced wear and tear on buses 

from fewer stops and starts. 

The acceptance of transit priority as a best practice will make it easier 
to advance these concepts in the future. To maintain ongoing support 
for transit priority improvements, it may be helpful to provide regular 
reports and progress updates to committees and councils to ensure 
not only the first corridor, but all six corridors, are successfully 
implemented.  
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6. Appendices 
Appendix A: Existing Conditions Memo 

Appendix B: Corridor Evaluations Memo 

Appendix C: Public Engagement Memo 

Appendix D: Active Transportation Audits 

Appendix E: Capital Costs 

Appendix F: Bus Stop Renderings 
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